OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack
Vacuum lifting devices
for construction site applications

Vacuum lifting devices for construction site use …

OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack vacuum lifters
are particularly designed for the transport as well as for handling and installing glass and façade elements on construction sites.
The product series GLASS-Jack stands
for:
the use in hoists with flexible guidance
(chain or wire rope hoists for lifting or
lowering the load) such as construction
site or truck-mounted cranes or with
rigid load guidance e.g. at mini cranes,
telehandlers or forklifts
a variety of load classes and suction
frame versions for perfect adjustment
to load capacities and pane geometries;
for curved panes as well

The very low construction height of the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-N 400/300 allows
the installation of glass and facade elements in the usually only 30 cm wide clearances
between building facades and the scaffolding in front of it. With a weight of 35 kg only
and a Working Load Limit of 400 kg (horizontally) and 300 kg (vertically) is it the perfect
construction site device for glass and façade installation - simple, reasonable, reliable.

partly very low construction heights
for installations between building facades and scaffoldings
depending on the configuration the adjustment of the suction bridge geometry
to the loads to be manipulated without
tools: telescopic, pluggable, adjustable to
concave and convex curvatures with variable radii
independent 24 V battery systems with
high capacity for vacuum generation and
load positioning
integrated energy saving function to
reduce pump running times and to increase operating times of the devices

Due to the very low total weight of (depending on the equipment) 55 - 80 kg only as well as
the numerous equipment options, the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-RN 400/600/800 is the
perfect device for handling glass panes and window elements of up to max. 800 kg.
The optional available suction pad adapter for curved glass panes (see page 7) also allows
handling convexly or concavely curved panes with bending radii ≥ 1,000 mm and a maximum weight of 320 kg.

Technical data
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Working Load Limit

150 to 9,000 kg for flat and curved glass panes

max. glass dimensions

depending on the glass thickness up to 3,210 * 20,000 mm

Lifting/Lowering

by the hoist, optionally with fine adjustment by the device

Suction frame

usually rectangular, partly with extendable and/or removable extensions; can possibly be adjusted to concave/convex curvatures of different radii, or as boom with shifting cross beams

Movements

depending on the device
rotating: 0°-90° / ± 90° / 0°-360°
tilting:
0°-90° / 0°-120° / 0°-180°
swiveling: ± 15° bis ± 40°
drive:
manually / electrically / hydraulically

Vacuum generation

with electrical vacuum pump (s) in dual-circuit or multiple circuit systems with energy saving function;
optional with blow-off function

Power supply

24 Volt battery system

Color

RAL 2011 (deep orange) and RAL 9006 (white aluminium), other colors on request
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… with manually operated movements
for handling ﬂat glass panes

Further product advantages:

With a maximum length of 3,500 mm the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-LN 600 is particularly suitable for installing very long and narrow glass panes. The GL-LN 600 consists of
a basic device with two lateral extensions on each side. When configuring the device cross
shaped it can also be used for the installation of rectangular and square shaped elements.

comprehensive safety features such as:
at least two independent vacuum circuits with two-fold safety each
non-return valves, vacuum gauges and
vacuum reservoirs
optical / acoustical warning facilities
for monitoring the vacuum function
electrically or manually operated double actuation of the release function
doubled operating times in contrast to
comparable 12 V systems
charge indicator with additional acoustic signal indicating breakdown of
energy supply
minimum effort for service and preventive
maintenance
the following options:
blow-off function
spring-mounted suction pads
adjustable crane mountings
counterweight balancers
cable and radio remote controls
installation ring (see page 7)
quick couplings
stop cocks
adapter for lifting curved panes (convex
and concave)

The 360° rotating and the 90° tilting movement of the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-KN
1000 is performed manually as it is done with the smaller OKTOPUS® devices. When
handling loads of this dimension we recommend equipping these vacuum lifters with crane
arms with hydraulic lowering cylinder.

The OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-KN 1400 can be adjusted to numerous glass dimensions
and weights. This can be realized by using extension arm sets with different lengths which
allow different configurations in terms of number of suction pads and extensions.

OKTOPUS® GLASS-JACK
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… with powered driven movements
for handling ﬂat glass panes

As an alternative to the manually operated movements, the positioning (rotating, tilting,
swiveling) of the load, especially with devices of higher Working Load Limits, is done with
high-performance gear motors, electrical lifting cylinders, hydraulic cylinders or hydraulic
rotary drives.
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The OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M 1000
with electrically driven 360° rotating and hydraulic 90° tilting movement.

Devices for loads higher than 1,400 kg - such as the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M 2000
- carry out the movements only electrically driven.

The OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M 1400
with electrically driven 360° rotating and hydraulic 90° tilting movement.

For positioning heavier loads usually hydraulic drives are used for the rotating, tilting as well
as the lateral tilting movements.

For the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-CC 600
the 360° rotating movement is realized electrically driven, the 120° tilting movement hydraulically driven and the lateral ± 35° tilting movement is carried out by electrical lifting cylinders.

Ball screw drives, as in this counterweight balancer, allow moving heavy loads as well as
precisely positioning with low power input at the same time.
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… with a lot of extra equipment

The standard equipment of most of the
OKTOPUS® vacuum lifters contains a rigid
crane arm.

Hydraulic lowering cylinders, that are available for most of the devices, allow lowering the suctioned glass panes in a smooth,
jerkless and safe manner.

Optionally it is possible to use height-adjustable crane arms with crane eyes that can
be adjusted in inclination.

The integrated stop valve allows to stop the
load in every required position.

Electrically height-adjustable crane arms
allow the exactadjustment of sucked elements even with limited visibility of the installation site by the crane operator.

The sophisticated mechanic system allows the simultaneous suction or release actuation of
the valves of both circuits in the dual circuit system.
Due to the automatic latching of the locking, switching from suction to release can be
carried out only through a double actuation required by DIN EN 13155.

Almost every OKTOPUS® vacuum lifter
can be equipped with electric solenoid valves instead of hand slide valves.
In this case the operation of the devices is
done via control panel on the device.
With the selector switch „Suction/Release“
the operating mode is preselected.
Only by pressing the button „Release return key“ venting the vacuum system and
by that the releasing process is initiated.

Pluggable cable remote controls, that are optional available, also allow operating the devices when installing larger glass panes

Devices with electric solenoid valves can
usually be equipped with safety radio remote controls.

OKTOPUS® GLASS-JACK
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… and with many optional versions and accessories

On the most OKTOPUS® vacuum lifting devices the suction pads are connected with the
vacuum circuits by quick couplings (picture on the left). On the one hand this allows adjusting the device quickly to different glass shapes and on the other hand makes a leak check
of the system much easier.
Additionally the devices can be equipped with ball valves for shutting off individual vacuum
pads (middle picture).

After selecting the releasing function, the
suction pads are vented, usually by the
ambient air pressure. Depending on the
number of suction pads and constructive
features this might take some time.

In order to reduce the duration of this process, we recommend to equip the devices
with a blow-off function. It supplies the
suction pads with compressed air.

Transport carts and transport racks allow a space-saving storage and efficient construction
site logistics.
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Transport boxes made from plastic and/or
aluminum protect the devices during storage and transport.

… as well as many possible applications

Vacuum lifters must be flexible in use. For this reason Wirth offers retrofit kits for the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-RN 400/600/800 and the GL-KN 1000 which allow lifting and
installing curved glass panes.
The adapters are installed without using tools into the mountings where usually the extension arms are inserted.

Thanks to the swiveling retainers for the side rails with the vacuum pads, the devicer can
be used both for handling convex and concave curved glass panes.

Handling of curved glass panes with the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-KN 1000

Glass installation between scaffolding and façade
The very low constructional depth of the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-RN 400/600/800
of 140 mm only (after disassembly of the crane arm) allows the installation of glass and
façade elements in the clearances between facade and scaffolding which are usually max.
30 cm only in depth.

Therefore the GL-RN 400/600/800 can either be attached to the crane eyes with the
help of shackles (left upper image) or it is rotatable mounted with guide rollers inside the
specially designed and patented guide ring, which is subsequently attached to the crane
(middle and right picture). In this way even long panes can be vertically inserted between
the scaffold anchors, then rotated and installed horizontally.

Glass installation between scaffolding
and façade with the OKTOPUS® GL-RN
400/600/800

OKTOPUS® GLASS-JACK
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… with retroﬁttable counterweight balancers
for the installation e.g. below balconies

OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack vacuum lifters
in combination with counterweight balancers
Combined with vacuum lifters counterweight balancers serve for installing glass
or window elements in difficult to reach
areas - e.g. below canopies, balconies, eaves etc. - in an ergonomic and safe way.
The vacuum lifters can directly be connected with the counterweight balancer with
interchangeable adapters while keeping
their rotating and tilting function.
Alternatively the vacuum lifters can be
attached to the load hook of the counterweight balancer.
It is important that the „Release“ function
of the vacuum lifters is electrically coupled
with the position of the carriage of the
counterweight balancer. In this way it
can be ensured that after operating the
command to release the suctioned load
the counterweight balancer remains in a
neutral, balanced position.
In this way, an uncontrollable tipping of
the device due to releasing the load is prevented.
The OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack vacuum
lifters can optionally be equipped with a
function for operating the carriage of the
counterweight balancer.

Dimensions of the counterweight balancer for the devices OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-RN 400/600/800 and GL-KN 1000
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… with Working Load Limits up to 9,000 kg
for particularly heavy glass panes

The OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M 3500 is just one of many devices from the GLASS-Jack
GL-M series with Working Load Limits of up to 9,000 kg.

The OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M 7000 is equipped with a main suction bridge with
altogether 70 suction pads for lifting, rotating and tilting flat elements as well as with an
exchangeable second suction bridge for alternative use.

The hydraulic tilting glass gripper serves
for lifting, tilting up and installing Glass fins
which are long, narrow and function as building supports.

The logistics for transporting such extremely large glass panes weighing 9,000 kg require
in addition to the proper device such as the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M 9000 a precise coordination with the local authorities.

Use of OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M
7000 in China.

OKTOPUS® GLASS-JACK
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… for the installation of heavy curved glass panes

Special requirements pose the handling
and the installation of very large-sized and
heavy curved glass panes under construction site conditions.
By combining particular electrical or hydraulic drives with battery systems of high capacity, counterweight balancers and cable or radio remote controls it is possible to safely lift,
position and install curved glass panes with
a maximum dimension of 3,210 x 14,000
mm and a maximum weight of 6,000 kg
with the OKTOPUS® vacuum lifting devices
of the GLASS-Jack series.
OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M GS 2000

With the help of hand rails the inclination
of the lateral wings of the suction bridge is
adjusted to the curvature radii of the elements to be suctioned.
The adjustment range as well as particularly the diameter of the used suction pads
determines the smallest possible curvature
radii.

Hand rails for adjusting the radius of curvature

OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL- GS 3000 used on a construction site in Shanghai (China)
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… with integrated counterweight balancers

Especially the handling of convexly curved
and heavy glass panes usually requires the
application of counterweight balancers
to make a vertical installation of the glass
panes in the embrasures possible. This is
mainly due to the position of the center
of gravity of the unit of vacuum lifter and
suctioned glass pane and applies even to
vertical façades without eaves, balconies or
similar.
The more common application for devices
with integrated counterweight balancers is
the glass installation below eaves or in other difficult to reach areas.

The OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M GS
1500 with integrated counterweight balancer was used for the installation of the curved glass panes of a minaret of the largest
mosque of Qatar.

The installation of 2,500 kg heavy glass panes below façade setbacks of up to 6 m is
possible with the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack
GL-M GS 2500 with integrated counterweight balancer.

Depending on the used suction bridge, the counterweight balancer OKTOPUS® GLASSJack GL-M 6000 GGA can be used to install glass panes of up to 6,000 kg below eaves
of up to 4 m.

The also laterally tilting counterweight
balancer of the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack
GL-M GS 1600 allows balancing biaxial
and decentralized load distributions e.g.
due to asymmetrical curvature radii and
pane shapes of double curved glass panes.

The Working Load Limit of the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M 8000 GGA of 8,000 kg
could require the application of counterweight balancers even when mounting flat glass
panes, if the crane hook cannot be positioned above center of gravity.

OKTOPUS® GLASS-JACK
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… as rigidly guided or chain hoisted manipulators

Many vacuum lifters are equipped with one
or two motor-driven rotating or tilting facilities for moving the suctioned load.
Vacuum lifters that are equipped with at
least a third (motor-driven or hydraulic)
positioning facility for performing rotatory
(rotating) and/or translational (linear) movements of the device and/or the suctioned
load are called manipulators.
Among the manipulators the so-called rigidly guided devices, which are connected
in a rigid manner by form-fitting connection to the hoist (forklift or telehandler, or
crane boom of mini crane or loader crane)
hold a special position.
They allow positioning and installing glass
panes in areas which cannot be reached
or are difficult to reach for vacuum lifters
attached to chains or ropes (possibly even
in combination with counterweight balancers).

In this way the OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-CC 600 or the GL-CC 1200 combined with
a mini crane can be used to mount glass panes below large eaves or to insert large-sized
store windows 3-dimensionelly from the outside to the inside of inner embrasures and be
installed there.
The built-in electrical or hydraulic cylinders and geared motors allow radio remote controlled rotating (360°), tilting (120°) and swiveling (± 35° or ± 40°) of loads with up to 600 or
1,200 kg.
Interchangeable suction bridges allow the handling of flat as well as curved glass panes.

The devices OKTOPUS® GLASS-Jack GL-M 1200 GGA and GL-M 1500 GGA allow a wide-ranging positioning of the suctioned elements
which cannot be accomplished with any other single device. This is possible due to altogether six integrated electrically or hydraulically
driven and radio remote controlled movements per device (rotating or tilting the suction bridge, tilting the counterweight balancer, shifting
the counterweights, vertically telescoping crane arm and horizontally shifting crane eye).
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